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Adam Markel helps high achievers navigate change, transform cultures and drive growth. Imagine the
possibility to be better equipped to not just navigate, but UTILIZE change to create new opportunities and
achieve maximum performance in your business and life. That's what Adam and his PIVOT principles do.

Adam is an international speaker, author, entrepreneur, and sought after business mentor and strategist.
Adam's also a change management expert and a specialist in helping individuals and companies magnify
their message through high-impact experiential speaking, training and facilitating. His latest book is the best
seller PIVOT: The Art & Science of Reinventing Your Career and Life.

Adam's extensive experience in both business and on global stages translates into a powerful experience
for any audience. He uniquely integrates self-development and business mastery to inspire, motivate and
empower accelerated success. Adam has a plethora of material to draw upon and is known as one of the
most charismatic speakers you'll ever see. He customizes his talks to meet the needs and goals of both the
event organizers and audience. His number one goal is the delivery of relevant substance to an audience:
skills, tools, strategies, and practices they can use outside the event setting to achieve sustainable results.
Adam's talks are interactive, engaging, high energy, and inspirational. He employs “accelerated learning
techniques”, such as exercises, processes, and suggestology, resulting in participants learning faster and
retaining more of what they learn. 

Adam’s Core Talks
Embracing Change: How to Create a True Culture of Innovation
Stop Closing Sales & Start Opening Relationships: Secrets to Sales
& Enrollment
Great Leaders Start With Themselves: Vision & Accountability
Building High Performance Capacity: Rituals & Resilience
The Art & Science of Reinvention a/k/a The PIVOT 



About PIVOT Principles

PIVOT Principles Are Relevant For ...
Corporate Audiences:  Corporations must innovate or die. The keys to innovation lay within a corporation’s ability to
effectively creating a clear vision, motivating employees through purpose-driven leadership, and successfully
utilizing the principles of change management.

Entrepreneurs:   A solid foundation is critical to the success of every aspiring and current business owner. The PIVOT
process provides entrepreneurs with a roadmap and tools to create a strong and thriving business and lifestyle; one
that is congruent with their goals and the markets they serve.

Career Services Professionals:  Economics, technology innovation, changing worker demographics and definitions of
value and success have shifted the landscape of the job market. Adam presents tools and strategies that career
placement professionals can use to arm their clients with the skills to handle and adapt to what is ahead. Ultimately,
this better serves their corporate clients by ensuring a better employee fit and reducing the impact of the expensive
terrible T’s: Turnover and Toxicity, having a direct hit on their bottom line.

Contact Deanna Clarance at deanna@adammarkel.com
Book Adam

Anyone Serious About Growth & Maximizing Their Potential:  PIVOT is a framework for recognizing and maximizing
your  true potential.  Whether your goal is a flourishing business, optimizing your career and lifestyle, stepping up
your contribution to the world, or you’re committed to being a high achiever, the PIVOT principles are the tools
you want. 

Relevant to corporations, entrepreneurs and individuals seeking
clarity and confidence alike, the PIVOT principles provide a system
to develop the skills, capability and capacity to successfully navigate
the trajectory of your business and personal life. No industry, no
company, no one day is the same any more. Our strategies,
employees, information sources, even our government, shift – or 
"pivot" – constantly. Your wealth, health and even your being depend
on mastering these critical skills and taking action in an inspired and
purposeful way. 

+1-877-MY-PIVOT (697.4868) / +1.508.308.0510

Adam Markel is an international speaker, business mentor and
entrepreneur who guides individuals and businesses to capitalize
on change and magnify their impact. Adam is a recognized expert
in professional and personal reinvention who has trained and led
programs around the globe in many areas including business,
leadership and transformation. Adam has delivered powerful and
practical keynotes for groups and conferences including: Jack-In
-The-Box, Harvard University, Infusionsoft, Selling 3.0, and the
Northeast Business Group on Health. He's shared the stage with the likes of Tony Robbins and Michael J. Fox.

Adam has been interviewed by and his work has appeared in many outlets, including: The Daily Grind, 
Fox News, INC., Forbes and The Wall Street Journal. He also hosts The Conscious PIVOT Podcast, providing
insights for successfully pivoting in all areas of today's fast paced marketplace and lifestyle. 

Adam is the CEO of More Love Media. His resume includes CEO of New Peaks, North America's largest
human potential company, former attorney, investor and public school teacher. For his complete bio,
visit www.AdamMarkel.com. 
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